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Correspondents who provided assistance with this report include Lindsay Griffin,
Alexander Odintsov, Tamotsu Nakamura, Nick Bullock, Bill Ruthven, Bernard
Newman, Tom Briggs, and above all Elizabeth Hawley, whose detailed reports are
ofgreat value to all who are interested in climbing in Nepal.

Probably the most notable climbing event in Nepal in 2004 was the
Russian ascent of a very direct route on the north face of Jannu

(Khumbakhama, 7710m) in the spring. This face is the 'Wall of Shadows',
and the Russian line is close to that claimed by Tomo Cesen as a solo
ascent in 1989 but now generally discredited. After several attempts in
previous years, an eight-member team led by Alexander Odintsov fixed
over 3000m of rope, mainly on very steep and sometimes loose limestone,
in cold and often windy conditions. A hanging portaledge was used for the
highest camp at 7400m. The climbing was graded VII, 6b, A3+, ice 4, M6
and seems to have maintained this standard until very close to the top.
After seven weeks' work Alexander Ruchkin and Dmitry Pavlenko reached
the summit on 26 May, followed by Sergei Borisov, Gennady Kirievskiy
and Nikolai Totmyanin on the 28th. They descended by the same route
and left base camp for home on 30 May. This expedition received the 2004
Piolet d'Or award.

In the post-monsoon season Tomaz Humar went to the east face of Jannu
which Slovenian groups had tried several times before. Humar soloed to
around 7000m in four days, up a steep and apparently dangerous mixed
face, before abandoning the attempt owing to hazardous snow mushrooms
on the south-east ridge. He took several falls during both ascent and descent,
and said he had no plans to return.

A Spanish expedition attempted the east ridge of Dome Kang (7264m)
which rises from the Jongsong La north of Kangchenjunga, reaching a
height of 6650m.

On Maka1u a British Services team led by Colin Scott attempted the
south-east ridge in the spring, reaching 7500m before retreating in bad
weather. They fixed a lot of rope with assistance from a three-man French
team who had started in Tibet, attempted the north-east ridge of Makalu,
retreated in bad conditions, lost most of their gear to thieves, and finally
moved round to the Nepalese side to try the south-east ridge. Late in May
the weather improved and the French continued up the ridge and descended
into the eastern cwm, as previous parties have done on this ridge. Yannick
Graziani reached the summit alone on 29 May. The crest of the south-east
ridge still has not been followed all the way to the summit.
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113. North face of Jannu (Khumbakhama, 77IOm) showing the 2004
Russian line. (Alexander Odintsov)
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Also in the spring, Jean Christophe Lafaille climbed a difficult line on
the north-west ridge of Makalu IT (Kangchungtse, 7678m) solo from the
remote Chomo Lonzo glacier in Tibet. He joined the 1976 Japanese route,
which climbed this ridge from the Nepalese side, at around 7100m. The
remainder of this ridge, with only bits of ancient fixed rope for help, was
technically difficult (M5/6). He was unable to continue to the main peak
of Makalu as he had intended and instead went down to the Barun base
camp and took a long route back into Tibet, returning to his base camp
after seven days.

A four-man Italian/Kazakh team climbed the north-west face of the north
summit of Baruntse (7057m) by a variant on the 1994 Czech route.

A Slovenian team went to Pasang Lhamu Chuli (Nangpai Gosum I,
7351m) just south of Cho Oyu in the post-monsoon season and climbed a
new route up its south-east face to the south ridge. This involved steep rock
and ice and a very narrow initial section on the south ridge.

Two members of the same party made the probable first ascent of the
south-west face of Dzasampa Tse, a 6295m summit on the ridge immedi
ately south of Nangpai Gosum. The pair climbed most of the 600m face
unroped, the ascent taking seven hours. The route was graded TD+ (50
65° and Mixed).

Nick Bullock and Nick Carter made the first ascent of the 1600m north
west face of Teng Kangpoche (6500m), alpine style, in two days in late
October. They soloed much of the climb, mainly on steep ice often covered
by powder. The upper part of the face was very steep rock and ice with little
protection, and the last 300m took a full12-hour day. In very cold conditions
they reached the west ridge around I km from the summit of the mountain.
They decided to leave the rest of the corniced ridge for someone else, and
descended by the same route. They graded their climb ED lIScottish IV.
They observed considerable scope for further hard climbing on this face,
which they compared to the north face of the Droites, but considerably
higher.

On the Tibetan side of Everest a large Russian expedition led by Victor
Koslov made a new and direct route on the north face, using 5000m of
fixed rope, oxygen and some Sherpa support. Much steep loose rock was
encountered. Eight people reached the summit and descended the North
Ridge route with help from another Russian expedition.

The mainstream Everest scene continues unabated. In the 2004 pre
monsoon season no less than 319 people reached the summit, from the
north and south sides combined. Peak traffic was on 16 May with 61
summiters. There were seven deaths, which is perhaps not a bad rate for
this sort of activity. Only two parties went to Everest post monsoon, both
from Tibet, and neither was successful.
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Other highlights included:

A new speed record, from the Khumbu Base Camp to the top, of 8
hours 8 minutes, was claimed by Pemba Dorje. This astonishing
achievement was not surprisingly disputed by the previous record
holder, but seems to have been accepted by the Nepalese Government.

a Sherpa with an artificial leg got to the top. Re was the second amputee
to achieve this but he had lost more leg than the previous guy.

an American, Gheorghe Dijmarescu, became the first non-Sherpa to
reach the summit six years running, always by the standard Tibetan
route.

Apa Sherpa made his 14th ascent which is yet another record.

a new ladder has been placed on the Second Step, bigger, better and
longer than the old Chinese one, courtesy of Russell Brice.

One thinks Mallory must be turning in his icy grave.

In other largely commercial activity 52 parties went to Cho Oyu and 29
to Ama Dablam in the post-monsoon season. On Cho Oyu there is plenty
of room, but on Ama Dablam things got distinctly crowded and testy. Parties
accused others of doing it on the cheap, stealing food and gear, and kicking
rocks down.

A Japanese Alpine Club senior party attempted the north ridge of Tengi
Ragi Tau (6943m) north of the Tesi Lapcha, but was stopped by steep icy slabs
at around 6250m on the north side of its northern outlier, Langmoche Ri.

A Japanese expedition succeeded on the French route on Annapurna I
in the spring, while another was unsuccessful in the autumn, losing two
climbers in an avalanche below the Sickle.

Elsewhere, four members of a Japanese Alpine Club student party made
the first ascent of the peak of Chhiv (6555m) in Mustang in September.
They climbed the north-east ridge and reported 60° snow and a final narrow
corniced ridge. They fixed 850m of rope. Several other small peaks were
also climbed in this general area.

By late 2004 the political difficulties in Nepal had clearly not inhibited
climbing in Solu Khumbu, or in the recently opened smaller peaks of the
Damodar and Peri Rimal north of the Annapurnas, but it does appear that
few if any parties tried to go to the more remote areas of western Nepal,
where much of the country is under Maoist control. Tales abound of trekkers
being held up for so-called 'donations'. One hopes this situation will
improve, but it is difficult to be optimistic in the short term.
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